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 Abstract 
Finland aims to be carbon neutral by 2035. To achieve that goal, Finland needs to 

reduce carbon dioxide emissions significantly soon. The land-use sector has a crit-

ical role in these plans as it is both a major source of emissions and an important 

carbon sink. Thus, there is a great demand for accurate and up-to-date information 

about land use and its changes to support decision-making and international cli-

mate reporting. Today, one method to find these changes is to utilize time series of 

openly accessible satellite imagery.  

This master’s thesis studied land cover changes that occurred in forests between the 

years 2020 and 2021 with Sentinel-1 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) imagery in 

the Uusimaa region in Finland. The research question was whether the land cover 

changes detected from the Sentinel-1 time-series can be used as clue information 

during the update process of the Topo-graphic Database maintained by the Na-

tional Land Survey of Finland. The goals of the study were to develop a well-per-

forming change detection method and to evaluate the feasibility of the applied SAR 

image mosaics for change detection analysis. 

The selected method was spectral-temporal combined analysis where the 

Sentinel-1 time-series were stacked into a multi-band file that was then clas-

sified with several types of classifiers, such as random forest, gradient boost, 

and support vector machine classifiers. Additionally, two machine learning 

pipeline optimizers, TPOT and Autokeras, were piloted. Random forest and 

TPOT-based implementations achieved the best performance with potential 

but still mediocre results. Hyperparameter tuning of the classifiers and a 

larger training dataset are ideas that might help to increase the change de-

tection performance in the future. 
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Tiivistelmä 

Suomen tavoitteena on olla hiilineutraali vuoteen 2035 mennessä. Tämän 

tavoitteen saavuttamiseksi Suomen on vähennettävä hiilidioksidipäästöjä 

pian merkittävästi. Maankäyttösektorilla on ratkaiseva rooli näissä suunni-

telmissa, koska se on sekä merkittävä päästölähde että tärkeä hiilinielu. Tä-

ten, tarkalle ja ajantasaiselle tiedolle maankäytöstä ja sen muutoksista on 

suuri kysyntä päätöksenteon ja kansainvälisen ilmastoraportoinnin tueksi. 

Nykyään, yksi tapa etsiä näitä muutoksia on hyödyntää avoimesti saatavilla 

olevien satelliittikuvien aikasarjoja.  

Tässä diplomityössä tutkittiin metsissä vuosien 2020 ja 2021 välisenä ai-

kana tapahtuneita maanpeitteen muutoksia Sentinel-1 SAR -tutkakuvilta 

Uudenmaan maakunnan alueelta Suomessa. Tutkimuksen tavoitteena oli 

arvioida sovellettujen SAR-kuvamosaiikkien sopivuutta maanpeitteen muu-

tostulkintaan ja selvittää, voivatko havaitut maanpeitteen muutokset auttaa 

vihjetietona Maanmittauslaitoksen kartoittajia Maastotietokannan päivitys-

työn yhteydessä. 

Diplomityössä käytetty menetelmä oli Sentinel-1 aikasarjaan perustuva 

luokittelu, jossa Sentinel-1-aikasarja pinottiin yhdeksi monikanavaiseksi 

rasteriksi, joka luokiteltiin erityyppisten luokittelijoiden avulla. Käytettyjä 

luokittelijoita olivat muun muassa random forest-, gradient boost- ja sup-

port vector machine -luokittelijat. Lisäksi pilotointiin kahta koneoppimis-

putkien optimoijaa, jotka olivat TPOT ja Autokeras.  Random forest - ja 

TPOT-pohjaiset toteutukset toimivat parhaiten ja tuottivat potentiaalisia 

mutta vielä silti suhteellisen keskinkertaisia tuloksia. Luokittelijoiden hy-

perparametrien viritys ja suurempi koulutusaineisto ovat ideoita, jotka voi-

sivat auttaa parantamaan muutostulkintaa tulevaisuudessa.  

Avainsanat  Sentinel-1, maanpeitteen muutos, koneoppiminen, kaukokar-

toitus   
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1 Introduction 
 

Finland aims to be carbon neutral by 2035 and significantly reduce carbon 

dioxide emissions during the following years. According to Finnish Environ-

ment Institute SYKE (2021), the land-use sector has a critical role in these 

plans as it is both a major source of emissions and an important carbon sink. 

Thus, there is a great demand for accurate and up-to-date information about 

land use and its changes to support decision-making and international cli-

mate reporting. 

 

In Finland, the Topographic Database MTK, maintained by the National 

Land Survey of Finland, is one of the main sources of land use and land cover 

information (The National Land Survey of Finland NLS, 2021). Some of its 

elements, such as buildings and roads, are continuously updated. Yet, most 

of the content of the database is updated every three years using aerial images 

and manual photo interpretation. This update frequency does not reach the 

international reporting standards.  

 

One solution to increase the update rate of the Topographic Database could 

be the utilization of open and freely accessible satellite data. For example, 

Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 satellite missions provide imagery with a revisit 

time of 5-6 days and a spatial resolution of 10-20m (The European Space 

Agency ESA, 2021a & 2021b). As a part of the Mammutti-project (Finnish 

Environment Institute, 2022), Markus Törmä from SYKE performed land 

cover change detection analysis using optical Sentinel-2 composites. This 

study was part of the same project and focused on the land cover change de-

tection from time series of Sentinel-1 SAR images.  

 

The primary research question of the study was that can the land cover 

changed detected from Sentinel-1 time-series be used as a as clue information 

during the update process of the Topographic Database. Together with gen-

eral change detection, the goal of this study was to identify deforestation ar-

eas based on time series of backscatter intensity. Here, deforestation means 

intentional clearing of forests that causes decrease of backscatter in cross-

polarized (VH) Sentinel-1 images. 

 

This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 gives an overview about 

previous land cover change detection studies that used SAR-images and pre-

sents the current state-of-the-art methods related to the topic of the thesis. 

Chapter 3 demonstrates the study areas and describes all the data sets used 

in this study. It also explains the change detection methods that were applied 

during the study. Chapter 4 shows the results of study. The results are further 

discussed in Chapter 5 that also concludes this paper. 
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2 Literature review 
 2.1 Microwave remote sensing 
 

According to Ulaby, et al. (2014), microwave remote sensing instruments can 

be divided into two categories, active and passive instruments. Passive in-

struments are typically called radiometers and they measure microwaves 

from the environment. This thesis focuses on active instruments that are 

called radars or more precisely pulsed radars as they transmit microwaves in 

short pulses with their antenna and measure how long time it takes for a 

pulse to return to it. The wavelength range of microwaves is from about 1mm 

to about 1m which corresponds to frequencies from 300 MHz to 300 GHz. 

Woodhouse (2015) states that the main advantages in microwave remote 

sensing are that the radar signal can penetrate clouds and the measurements 

do not rely on the illumination of the Sun. Thus, the Earth and its surface can 

be monitored in almost all-weather conditions at any time of a day. However, 

as Woodhouse also expresses, there are some drawbacks in radar instru-

ments. Radars require large antennas to reach high spatial resolution. Be-

cause radars are active sensors, the power consumption is in the range of kil-

owatts. Therefore, radar instruments typically are the heaviest, largest and 

most power-consuming satellite instruments. In addition, the interpretation 

and processing of radar images is more challenging since radars measure ob-

jects as a function of slant-range instead of look-angle as optical instruments 

do. 

The term “RADAR” was originally an acronym for Radio Detection and 

Ranging but is today used as an established word meaning echolocation us-

ing microwaves. As Woodhouse (2015) describes, echolocation refers to the 

concept of transmitting a signal and measuring the echoes later. If the speed 

of the signal is known, the distance to the target can be estimated by meas-

uring how long it takes for an echo to return. Mathematically, the distance to 

the target, measured by a radar, can be computed in vacuum as  

 

𝑅 =
𝑐𝑡

2
 , 

 
(1) 

 

 where 𝑐 is the speed of light and 𝑡 the time between transmitted and received 

wave i.e., pulse duration. In practice, the speed of the microwaves does not 

reach this theoretical limit due atmospheric attenuation. It means that the 

microwaves lose some energy and speed when they travel through a lossy di-

electric medium. Even though this speed difference is small, it might cause 

errors in some applications that demand high accuracy. The basic principle 

in radars is that they emit energy pulses with their antenna towards the sur-

face of the Earth. Then, those pulses interact with the surface elements. This 
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interaction is called scattering and is described more detailed in section 3. 

After scattering, some of the energy is reflected back i.e., backscattered to-

wards the antenna. This backscattered energy is measured by the radar to-

gether with the direction of the returned signal.  

However, as Woodhouse (2015) states, the backscattered energy needs to 

be strong enough that it can be measured and detected within the measure-

ment noise that can be described with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). He in-

troduces in his book a so called “radar equation” that determines how much 

of the transmitted energy is returned from a target. To derive the general ra-

dar equation Woodhouse uses a radar cross section term 𝜎 to generalize the 

properties of the target and it assumes that the power is scattered evenly in 

all directions. Power scattered by the target 𝑃𝐴 can be formulated as  

 

 
𝑃𝐴 =  𝑃𝑡𝐺

𝜎

4𝜋𝑅2, 

 
(2) 

where 𝑃𝑡 is the transmitted power, G the directional sensitivity or the gain of 

the antenna and R the range (shortest distance from the target to the radar 

antenna). The power received by antenna 𝑃𝑟 can be derived from this equa-

tion as 

 

 

 
𝑃𝑅 =  (𝑃

𝑡
𝐺

𝜎

4𝜋𝑅2)
𝐴𝑒

4𝜋𝑅2
 

 

(3) 

 

where 𝐴𝑒 stands for the effective area of the antenna. The wavelength, the 

gain and the effective area of the antenna are related by this equation: 

 

 

 𝐴𝑒 =
𝐺𝜆2

4𝜋
. (4) 

 

Thus, equation (3) can be rewritten as 

 

 
𝑃𝑟 =  

𝑃𝑡𝐺2𝜆2𝜎

(4𝜋)3𝑅4
. 

 

(5) 

 

Woodhouse (2015) mentions three important properties that are related to 

this radar equation. First, the signal power at the antenna, 𝑃𝑟, decreases rap-

idly when the range R increases (
1

𝑅4). This significantly limits the operation-

ality of a radar instrument as it needs to be ensured that the signal from a 
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target is higher than the instrument noise 𝑁0. A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 

is typically used to evaluate it and is expressed as 

 

 (
𝑃𝑟

𝑁0
) =

𝑃𝑡𝐺2𝜆2𝜎

(4𝜋)3𝑅4𝑁0

. (6) 

 

Second important property of the radar equation (5) and SNR, is that the re-

turn power 𝑃𝑟 increases linearly with the transmitted power. The last and the 

most practical property is that the only part in equation (5) that depends on 

the target properties, is the target radar cross-section, 𝜎. It can be estimated 

with the following equation: 

 

 𝜎 = 𝑃𝑟

(4𝜋)3𝑅4

𝑃𝑡𝐺2𝜆2
. (7) 

 

Since the transmitted power (𝑃𝑡) and the wavelength (𝜆) are specified by the 

radar system, the antenna gain (G) should be known from the instrument 

calibration, received power (𝑃𝑟) and range (R) are measured with the radar, 

the radar cross-section or backscattering coefficient is the only unknown var-

iable. In microwave remote sensing, the target is typically a ground area ra-

ther than distinct object. Therefore, the normalized radar cross-section, 𝜎0 is 

generally used instead of cross-section 𝜎. They are related to each other with 

this equation: 

 

 𝜎0  =
𝜎

𝐴
 

(8) 

 

 

where A is the area where the measurement is made which in the remote 

sensing context means an area of one pixel. The normalized radar cross sec-

tion can be derived using equation (7) as 

 

 

 𝜎0  = 𝑃𝑟

(4𝜋)3𝑅4

𝐴𝑃𝑡𝐺2𝜆2
. (9) 

This is the value that the imaging radars aim to accurately measure. In other 

words, imaging radars typically provide gridded estimates of this normalized 

radar cross-section of one pixel and those estimates are used to construct a 

radar image. As Ulaby, et al. (2014) state , the normalized radar cross section 

is commonly referred as the radar reflectivity or backscattering coefficient. 
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  2.2 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)  
 2.2.1 Side-Looking Airborne radar  
According to Ulaby, et al. (2014) Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) instru-

ments are one type of side looking airborne radars (SLARs). Figure 1 shows 

the observation geometry of a SLAR sensor (Flores-Anderson, et al., 2019). 

It constists of a radar equipment mounted on a flying platform that is moving 

in a straight line at altitude H towards the along-track or the azimuth 

direction. The term side-looking means that the antenna of the SLAR is 

pointed away from the nadir into a specific look angle 𝜃𝑙 illuminating a small 

part of a continuous swath across the imaged area. This area is typically 

referred as an antenna footprint and it is the darker gray area in the Figure 1. 

The size of this antenna footprint, 𝑆, in both azimuth and range directions, is 

mainly defined by the sensor beamwidth, 𝛽, and the radar sensor distance to 

the ground, 𝑅, and can be aproxximated as 𝑆 ≈   𝛽𝑅. The beamwidth, in turn, 

depends on the signal wavelength, 𝜆, and the antenna width, 𝑑. Thus, 

approximation the antenna footprint size can be defined as  

 𝑆 ≈ 𝛽𝑅 =  
𝜆

𝑑
𝑅 (10) 

 

As Woodhouse (2015) describes in his book, SLAR system transmits a series 

of shorth mircowave pulses that have a length of 𝜏𝑝. The slant-range R (see 

Figure 1) can be calculated by knowing that a radar pulse travelling at the 

speed of light, 𝑐, takes 𝑡1 seconds to travel the distance to a target at range 𝑅1 

and back. The received power is a function of time delay and gives us one 

dimension of the final image that is referred as the range direction. 

 

According to Flores-Anderson, et al. (2019) the two-dimensional SLAR 

images are constructed by sorting the received ground echoes by their arrival 

time in range and azimuth directions. In the range direction that arrival time 

gradually increases when moving from the near-range to the far-range of the 

swath. In range direction, SLARs can detect different objects if their range 

difference is larger than half of the transmitted pulse length. Therefore the 

range or more precisely slant range resolution 𝜌𝑅  of a SLAR can be defined 

as  

 

 
𝜌𝑅 =

𝑐𝜏𝑝

2
, 

 
(11) 
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where 𝑐 is the speed of light and 𝜏𝑝 the pulse duration. Therefore, shorther 

pulse duration yields better slant range resolution. As the same radar 

equation (see equation (7)) applies to all radar systems, SLARs require a 

extremely high pulse power and a short pulse duration especially if the 

instrument in in space. This problem can be solved by utilizing a frequency 

modulated (FM) chirped signals. Woodhouse (2015) describes that it is a 

technique where the transmitted signal is swept over a small range of 

frequencies with bandwidth 𝐵𝑃 so that it’s essentially encoded. It means that 

the overlapping return signals can be distinguished from each other to an 

accuracy much shorther than the initial pulse length. Effective pulse length 

that depends on the bandwidth 𝐵𝑃  (frequency range over which the FM chirp 

is made) can be defined as 

 

 𝜏𝑒 =
1

𝐵𝑃 
. (12) 

 

Now,  𝜏𝑝 in equation (11) can be replaced by  𝜏𝑒 and the range resolution of a 

chirped pulse can be expressed as  

 

 𝜌𝑟 =
𝑐

2𝐵𝑃 
. (13) 

 

If FM chirping is used, the range resolution does not depend on the pulse 

length but is governed by the chirp bandwidth. Yet, this is just the so called 

slant range resolution that is system-limited and  totally independed of the 

observed target. In remote sensing, the more interesting parameter is that 

how well the SLAR can discriminate features on the Earth’s surface. This is 

called the ground range resolution 𝜌𝑔 and is defined as 

 

 𝜌𝑔 =
𝜌𝑟

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖  
=  

𝑐𝜏𝑝

2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
=  

𝑐

2𝐵𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
 (14) 

where 𝜃𝑖is the local incidence angle.  

 

Woodhouse (2015) points out two features of the ground range resolution. 

The first feature is that the ground resolution gradually decreases and gets 

better when the incidence angle, 𝜃𝑖, increases. Therefore, the far edge of an 

image swath has better ground resolution than the near edge of the swath. 

The best possible round range resolution can be achieved when the incidence 

angle of 90 degrees. The second feauture is that 𝜌𝑔 repsesents the range 

resolution projected to a reference surface. If the actual terrain deviates from 

this reference surface i.e., is not flat, it will alter the local incidence angle and  

therefore change the local range resolution. Figure 2 illustrates the slant 
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range resolution, 𝜌𝑟, the ground range resolution, 𝜌𝑔, and the relationship 

between them. 

The along track direction in the Figure 1 and in the final radar image is 

called azimuth direction.  Woodhouse (2015) explains that the SLAR and all 

other types of imaging radars use the platform movement to make subsequet 

measurements of the terrain and the measurements from the range direction 

to construct a 2D radar image. The azimuth resolution, 𝜌𝑎, in SLAR 

represents the sensor’s ability to distinguish objects that have a same range 

but different azimuth angle and is defined by width of the beam in the 

azimuth direction. This equals with the size of the size of the antenna 

footprint in the azimuth direction, 𝑆𝑎 an can be defined as 

 

 𝜌𝑎 = 𝑆𝑎 ≈ 𝛽𝑅 =  
𝜆

𝑑
𝑅. (15) 

 

Now, the pixel size, 𝐴, for SLAR is known and can be expressed as 

 

 𝐴 =  𝜌𝑎𝜌𝑟 =  𝛽𝑅
𝑐𝜏𝑝

2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
=  

𝑅𝜆𝑐𝜏𝑝

𝑑2𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖
. (16) 

 

Therefore, the normalized radar-cross section or the backscattering 

coefficient, 𝜎0, can be defined for SLAR as 

  

 𝜎0  =  
𝑃𝑟

𝑃𝑡

2(4𝜋)3𝑅3𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑖𝑑

𝐺2𝜆3𝑐𝜏𝑝
. (17) 

 

 

One important feature to note from the azimuth resolution, 𝜌𝑎, of SLAR 

sensors is that they require large antennas to achieve a good spatial azimuth 

resolution which makes them impractical in spaceborne platforms.  
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 Figure 1: Flores-Anderson, et al. (2019, p. 22). Illustration of a Side-Looking Airborne Radar (SLAR) observation geometry where H is the altitude of the radar, 𝜃𝑙 repsesents the look angle and 𝜃𝑖  the incidence angle (90° - 𝜃𝑙). 
 

 Figure 2: The connection between the range resolution, 𝜌𝑟, and the effective ground resolution,𝜌𝑔, that depends on the local incidence angle 𝜃𝑖. 
 2.2.2 Synthetized Aperture 
 

In the literature, the concept of the synthetized aperture means that signal 

processing methods and the movement of the platform are exploited to create 

or “synthesize” significantly longer effective antenna from a sequence of ech-

oes captured with an antenna of manageable size which allows high-resolu-

tion imaging even from spaceborne platforms (Flores-Anderson, Herndon , 

Thapa, & Cherrington, 2019; Woodhouse, 2015; Ulaby, et al., 2014; Moreira, 

et al., 2013). Figure 3 shows the observation geometry of a SAR sensor which 
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is quite similar to the SLAR geometry shown in Figure 1. Now, instead mak-

ing single measurements, the sequence of echoes is used to create a synthetic 

aperture of a length, 𝐿𝑠𝑎 , that is defined as 

 

 
𝐿𝑠𝑎  =

𝜆

𝑑
𝑅,  

(18) 

where 𝑑 is the antenna length of the sensor. The long synthetic aperture nar-

rows the virtual beamwidth, 𝛽𝑠𝑎, that is defined as 

 

 𝛽
𝑠𝑎

 =  
𝜆

2𝐿𝑠𝑎
 (19) 

The azimuth resolution, 𝜌𝑎, for SAR instrument is then derived as 

 

 
𝜌𝑎 = 𝑆𝑎 ≈ 𝛽

𝑠𝑎
𝑅 = 𝑅

𝜆

2𝐿𝑠𝑎
=  

𝑑

2
. 

 

(20) 

As Woodhouse (2015) reminds, the azimuth resolution derived in equation 

(20 is an optimum limit that practical SAR systems rarely achieve. He also 

notes that even though one might want to create a SAR instrument with an 

antenna as small as possible, the antenna still needs to be able generate 

enough energy that the return signal can be discriminated from the back-

ground noise. In other words, the signal to noise ratio (SNR)  

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Moreira, et al. (2013, p. 10). Observation geometry of a SAR sensor. 
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2.3 SAR Characteristics for forest mapping 
 

According to Woodhouse (2015) , polarization describes the oscillation direc-

tion of a traversing electromagnetic signal. Most of the SAR-sensors are to-

day linearly polarized which means that the oscillation direction remains 

constant as the wave propagates. Typically, these sensors transmit horizon-

tally and/or vertically polarized signal that is shown in the Figure 4. They can 

provide either dual-polarized or quad-polarized imagery. Dual polarization 

systems can transmit a signal in either horizontal (H) or vertical (V) polari-

zation and consequently receive in both vertical and horizontal polarizations 

(The European Space Agency ESA, 2021). As for quad-polarization, the sen-

sors alternate between H and V polarization in transmit and receive simulta-

neously signal in H and V polarization (Flores-Anderson, et al., 2019). 

 Figure 4: Van der Sanden (1997, p. 35). Front and side views of the electro-magnetic wave. a) Wave with vertical (V) polarization b) Wave with horizontal (H) polarization. 𝜆 stands for wavelength,  𝜙 for phase,𝐴 for amplitude, and 
𝐸𝑣  & 𝐸ℎ for vertical and horizontal electric fields. 
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Flores-Anderson, et al. (2019) denote that is essential to know in which po-

larization the SAR image was captured, as the interaction with ground targets 

varies depending on the polarization which has a significant impact on the 

backscatter values in the captured SAR images. They also neatly simplify the 

complex theory of polarimetric scattering and describe natural scenes as a 

combination of three distinct categories of scatterers: volume scatterers, 

rough surface scatterers and double-bounce scatterers. The usual ground tar-

gets related to these three scattering types are presented in the Figure 5. The 

category of rough surface scatterers includes bare soils, low-vegetation, and 

paved surfaces. The backscatter from co-polarized (VV or HH) signal is re-

lated to these surface scattering components. Volume scatterers consist of 

vegetation canopies because the signal randomly bounces numerous times as 

it traverses through the structure of vegetation. The backscatter from cross-

polarized (VH or HV) signal relates to these volume scatterers and thus cross-

polarized SAR images have a significant role in tracking forest degradation, 

detecting changes from volumes to surfaces and in other biomass applica-

tions. Therefore, this study was based on cross-polarized (VH) images. The 

last category in Figure 5 represents tree trunks, buildings, and other vertical 

structures that according to Flores-Anderson, et al. (2019) “deflect an initial 

first forward reflection back to the sensor” belong to the category of double 

bounce scatterers which means that the SAR signal is scattered twice; first 

from the ground and next from buildings, tree trunks or other vertical struc-

tures. 

 Figure 5: Flores-Anderson, et al. (2019, p. 28). Illustration of the three major scattering types for SAR.  
The frequency of a SAR-instrument defines the wavelength of an electromag-

netic wave that interacts with ground targets. As Woodhouse (2015) states 
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the interacaction of microwaves with forest canopies is relatively complicated 

issue since the canopy typically forms a heterogeneous volume  with 

structural components of varying sizes and number densities. According to 

van der Sanden (1997) reflection depends on the size of the interacting 

components compared to the wavelength of the transmitted signal. Flores-

Anderson, et al. (2019) summarize well  that the longer the wavelength the 

more a wave penetrates into the canopy and interacts with larger parts of the 

forest volume. As Figure 6 below shows and Flores-Anderson, et al. (2019) 

describe, the smaller wavelength microwaves  such as X-band (λ ≈ 3cm) and 

C-band (λ ≈ 6cm) tend not to penetrate dense canopies whereas L-band (λ 

≈23 cm) and P-band (λ ≈40 cm) have a strong penetration capacity and 

interact with larger parts of trees like big branches and trunk. 

 

 

 Figure 6: Flores-Anderson, et al. (2019, p. 26). SAR signal penetration by 

sensor wavelength λ 

 

As Flores-Anderson, et al. (2019) mention, the observation geometry of a 

SAR intrument have a significant role to the backscatter values in SAR 
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images. Especially the incidence angle that represents the angle between the 

sensor and the normal of the illuminated surface has a major effect to the 

backscattering coefficient. It defines scattering in the forest canopy, with the 

trunks and interactions with the ground. If the ground surface is tilted toward 

the sensor the backscattter is stronger than if the surface is tilted away from 

the sensor. This effect is somewhat reduced in the terrain correcting phase 

during the image processing but it is never totally mititigated. SAR images 

are captured from ascending and descending orbits that define to which  

direction the satellite is looking. The Sentinel-1 composites used in this thesis 

were created from images with only descending orbits.  

Flores-Anderson, et al. (2019) neatly condence the role of moisture in SAR 

images. They state, that SAR images are especially sensitive to moisture in 

vegetation, soils and standing water itself and standing water below canopy. 

They also mention that the backscatter signals are likely to increase as the 

moisture content grows in vegetation and soils. Additionally, the moisture 

under canopies can trigger a double bounce effect that yields strong backscat-

ter signal if longer wavelengths, such as P- and L-band, are used. The authors 

also explain that most of the energy of the SAR signal in open waters is scat-

tered forward away from the sensor which causes standing open water to 

have very dark image characteristics. However, rough water surfaces caused 

by wind, vessels and currents can have strong open water backscatter espe-

cially with shorter wavelengths such as C- and X-band.  

 2.4 Land cover change detection with SAR images 
 2.4.1 Introduction to change detection 
 

Change detection algorithms are often divided into pixel-, and object-based 

approaches (Ban, 2016). Pixel-based change detection algorithms use pixels 

as a base unit for analysis (Chen, Hay, Carvalho, & Wulder, 2011) whereas 

object-based algorithms divide the input image or the input image stack into 

meaningful homogenous areas i.e., objects. based on spectral and sometimes 

texture, shape, and size properties (Ban, 2016).  

Change detection algorithms can be also divided to unsupervised and 

supervised methods. The advantage with unsupervised methods that they do 

not require prior knowledge about the study area which makes them easier 

to apply in varying situations and locations. The main disadvantage with 

these approaches is that they usually cannot provide detailed from-to-change 

information as they typically yield a binary change map that reveals changed 

and unchanged areas. Supervised algorithms are generally considered to be 

more accurate compared to unsupervised methods. The main difference be-

tween these is that supervised methods require labeled training data as an 

input which enables that the algorithm can “learn” from the training dataset 

by “iteratively making predictions on the data and adjusting for the correct 
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answer” as (Delua, 2021) nicely expressed. The requirement for the training 

data is also the largest disadvantage of the unsupervised methods. In this 

study, the training data was already available as Markus Törmä had earlier 

performed a change detection analysis using optical Sentinel-2 images where 

the study areas and timeframe were the same. This study focused on the su-

pervised methods because the results of that previous study were quite accu-

rate especially within forest class. Consequently, this paper will focus on 

those approaches. 

 2.4.2 Requirements for successful change detection  
 

According to (Lu, Mausel, Brondízio, & Moran, 2004) the accuracy of the 

change detection depends on various aspects, such as accurate co-registra-

tion of the multi-temporal images, normalization and calibration between 

the image stack, availability of high-quality ground truth data, selected 

change detection method, the skills and experience of the analyst and his 

knowledge about the study area. He also states that before conducting a 

change detection analysis, the following conditions must be fulfilled. The 

multi-temporal images need to be geometrically registered, radiometric, and 

atmospheric calibration need be applied, the multi-temporal images need to 

have similar phenological states and the same spatial and spectral resolution. 

 2.4.3 Pixel-based change detection algorithms 
 

This study focused on the pixel-based change detection algorithms that typi-

cally analyze each pixel as an independent target and typically do not con-

sider neighboring pixels when defining the change. The simplest methods 

found from the literature are image differencing and image rationing (Canty, 

2019, Lu, et al. 2004 & Singh 1989). They are unsupervised change detection 

methods and typically used with bi-temporal data that consists of two 

images: one image before a change event and one image after the change 

event. The idea is to create difference image by eiher subracting the pixel 

values of the second image from the first one or by dividing the pixel values 

of two images with each other. Then, threshold are defined to determine 

changed and unchanged pixels. Other common unsupervised pixel-change 

detection methods are, for example, change vector analysis (CVA)  , Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA) and multivariate alteration detection (MAD) (Lu, 

et al. 2004, Canty 2019). The most complicated pixel-based change detection 

algorithms involve complex neural network architectures (Wang, Gao and 

Dong 2021 , Stephenson, et al. 2022), transformatios to other domain (Celik 

& Ma, 2011) and advanced statistical testing (Canty 2019, Condarsen, 

Aasberg Nielsen and Skriver 2016). One typical pixel-based supervised 

change detection method is post classification comparison (Lu, Mausel, 

Brondízio, & Moran, 2004). The accuracy of that method depends on the 
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classification performance of the pre- and post-event classifications. More 

straightforward method is scpectral-temporal combined analysis (Lu, 

Mausel, Brondízio, & Moran, 2004) that is also referred as direct multidate 

classification (Singh, 1989). The basic concept of that method is that the 

multi-temporal images are stacked into a single file that acts an input data to 

different classifiers.  
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3 Research material and methods 
 3.1 Study Area 
 

The area of this study was the extent of the Uusimaa province in Finland 

which was one of the two pilot areas of the Mammutti-project (Finnish 

Environment Institute, 2022). Additionally, two training areas were selected 

that were used to collect the training data that are demonstrated in Figure 7.  

 

 

 Figure 7: The extents of the training areas of this thesis in magenta. Back-ground map © National Land Survey of Finland 
 3.2 Satellite data 
 3.2.1 Sentinel-1 mission  
 

According to The European Space Agency ESA (2021), Sentinel-1 mission is 

imaging radar mission that during the study period consisted of two C-band 

SAR instruments, Sentinel-1 A and Sentinel-1 B. Sentinel-1 mission reliably 

provided all-weather, day-and-night imagery, with a high revisit time, with a 

large geographical coverage and with a rapid data distribution supporting 

land and marine monitoring plus emergency services. On December 2021, 

Sentinel 1B encountered an anomaly and is no longer operational which af-

fects the geographical coverage and the revisit time of the mission (The 

European Space Agency ESA, 2022).  
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As described int the Sentinel-1 user guide (The European Space Agency 

ESA 2021),  the SAR instument of the Sentinel-1 is able to collect data with 

four acquisition modes. These modes are the Stripmap (SM) mode, the 

Interferometric Wideswath (IW) mode, Extra Wide swath (EW) mode and 

Wave (WV) mode. The IW mode is the main aquisition mode of the Sentinel-

1 over land and the satellite images used in this thesis were captured with this 

mode. 

As stated by The European Space Agency ESA (2021), Sentinel-1 products 

is available in three processing levels. The Level-0 products consist of raw 

unfocussed and compressed SAR data. All other high level products are based 

on this data.  The Level-1 products are the aimed for the majority of the data 

users. The Level-1 products are transformed from the Level-0 products with 

several algortihms that, for examle, include Doppler Centroid Estimation and 

Focusing. Level-1 products are processed into Single Look Complex (SLC) or 

Ground Range Detected (GRD) images. SLC images preserve the phase 

information together with the amplitude data and have uneven spatial 

resolution, i.e. pixel size, in the range and in the azimuth directions.   Phase 

and amplitude are the measurements that are used to construct radar images. 

GRD images are multilooked versions of SLC images that are projeted to the 

ground range using  some Earth ellipsoid model. Multilooking reduces 

speckle with the cost of spatial resolution and produces images that have 

nearly square pixels and square pixel spacing.  Pixel values of GRD images 

represent the measured amplitude only as the phase information is lost. The 

highest processing level is Level-2. Level-2 products are geolocated 

geophysical products that are derived from Level-1 images, and the may 

contain information about the Ocean Wind field (OWI), Surface Radial 

Velocity (RVL) and Ocean Swell spectra (OSW).  

 3.2.2 Application of Sentinel-1 data in this study 
 

This study was conducted using Sentinel-1 SAR mosaics called S1sar, that are 

produced by Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI). They were developed as 

a part of Finnish Geospatial Platform project (Finnish Environment Institute 

2021) which started 2017 and was completed at the end of 2019. The license 

for these images is Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International. 

The mosaics have been computed using the GRD-products from Sentinel-

1A and Sentinel-1B satellites acquired from descending orbits and with the 

Interferometric Wide swath (IW) acquisition mode. The GRD-products have 

been further processed at FMI with the ESA SNAP software using these 

steps/functions: Apply-Orbit-File, Remove-GRD-Border-Noise, Thermal-

NoiseRemoval, Calibration, SliceAssembly, Multilook, Terrain-Flattening, 

Terrain-Correction and LinearToFromdB. 

The pixel value in the S1sar mosaics represent the mean, the minimum, 

the maximum or the standard deviation of gamma0 backscatter in decibels 
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(dB) either in VH or in VV polarization of the mosaicking period which lasts 

11 days. S1sar mosaics have a pixel size of twenty meters and are in TM35Fin 

coordinate system (EPSG: 3067). 

This study utilized the mean and maximum gamma0 backscatter mosaics 
that were captured between 01.05 and 30.9 in 2020 and 2021. They are 
available at CSC’s Puhti supercomputer in this folder: /appl/data/geo/sen-

tinel/s1. Table 1 shows the filenames of these images. 

 

Table 1: Filenames of Sentinel-1 images that were exploited in this thesis 
Mean VH Max VH 

UM_s1m_grd_20200501-20200511_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200501-20200511_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20200511-20200521_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200511-20200521_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20200521-20200531_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200521-20200531_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20200601-20200611_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200601-20200611_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20200611-20200621_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200611-20200621_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20200621-20200701_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200621-20200701_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20200701-20200711_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200701-20200711_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20200721-20200731_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200721-20200731_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20200801-20200811_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200801-20200811_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20200811-20200821_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200811-20200821_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20200821-20200831_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200821-20200831_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20200901-20200911_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200901-20200911_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20200921-20201001_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20200921-20201001_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210501-20210511_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210501-20210511_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210511-20210521_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210511-20210521_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210521-20210531_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210521-20210531_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210601-20210611_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210601-20210611_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210611-20210621_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210611-20210621_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210621-20210701_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210621-20210701_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210701-20210711_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210701-20210711_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210711-20210721_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210711-20210721_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210721-20210731_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210721-20210731_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210801-20210811_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210801-20210811_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210811-20210821_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210811-20210821_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210821-20210831_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210821-20210831_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210911-20210921_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210911-20210921_max_VH_R20m.tif 

UM_s1m_grd_20210921-20211001_mean_VH_R20m.tif UM_s1m_grd_20210921-20211001_max_VH_R20m.tif  
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 3.3 Additional data sets 
 

In this study, the results of a previous change detection analysis conducted 

in the same project by Markus Törmä. were used as a source of possible 

changes. That analysis was conducted by Markus Törmä from SYKE. Törmä 

made several versions of the change detection analysis. This study used the 

results of a version that utilized Sentinel-2 image mosaics created with the 

first version of the Sentinel-2 Global Mosaic service as an input data for the 

change interpretation. In this version of the analysis, Törmä computed dif-

ference images of the red band and the NDVI-vegetation index between the 

summer mosaics (June and July) of years 2020 and 2021. Then, the pixels 

were classified to changes and possible changes with either increase or de-

cline in the red band or in the NDVI. The classification was performed using 

the mean and standard deviation values and the land use class from the 

Corine2018 land cover data set (Härmä, et al., 2020). In other words, the 

land use class for each pixel was extracted from the Corine2018 and the 

threshold limits for change classification were then separately defined for 

each land use type.  

After this classification, change areas were expanded by analyzing the 

neighboring pixels and small (less than 4 pixel) areas were deleted. Finally, 

the change areas were polygonised and the change class, mean differences in 

red band and NDVI, and the land use type were added as attributes into those 

polygons. For this study, the change polygons were selected that belonged to 

the forest class according to corine2018. From this selection, the changes in 

the 100 largest polygons were visually verified using Sentinel-2 Global Mo-

saics from the summers of 2020 and 2021 and from S1sar images. 

 3.4 Direct multidate classification 
 

The selected change detection method in this thesis was the direct multidate 

classification or in other words spectral-temporal combined analysis men-

tioned in at least two reviews (Singh 1989 & Lu, et al. 2004). It means that 

the max VH Sentinel-1 mosaics listed in Table 1 were first cropped to the 

study area visible in x and then stacked into a one multitemporal raster file. 

Then, the seven different classifiers were trained with the training data, and 

finally, hose classifiers were used to predict the label of each pixel based on 

the multitemporal image stack.  

The first classifier type exloited in this study was a random forest (RF) 

classifier from the scikit-learn Python module (Pedregosa, et al., 2011) that 

according to Ampadu (2021) is one of the most used classification 

algorithms. As Ampadu (2021) explains in his article, RF algorithm is based 
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on the principle of ensemble learning which  means that numerous classifiers 

are stacked together to improve the classification performance. Simpe 

explanation for random forest is that it consists of a group of decision trees 

and that each give a prediction of the ouput label based on random samples 

of the training data. Then, majority voting of those predictions is conducted 

to select the final label of the predicted pixel. Figure 8 illustrates the structure 

of a RF classifier. 

 

 Figure 8: Structure of the Random Forest classifier (Ampadu, 2021). 
 

After the RF-classifier, the two most interesting classifiers in the context of 

this thesis were the TPOT and Autokeras classifiers because neural networks 

are exploited during the classification process. The complex theory of neural 

networks is not covered in this thesis, but these two classifiers demonstrate 

how easily they can be applied. TPOT (Olson, et al., Automating Biomedical 

Data Science Through Tree-Based Pipeline Optimization, 2016) is an auto-

mated machine learning tool for Python that can be used to optimize machine 

learning workflows via genetic programming. Figure 9 shows how the TPOT 

can be used. The user can set some hyperparameters to the classifier, such as 

the number generations and the population size, and let TPOT do the rest in 

background. Figure 10, in turn, displays an optimized raster classification 

pipeline that was applied to yearly mean VH composites that are discussed 

in section 4.3.  

Autokeras (Jin, Song, & Hu, 2019) is also an auto-ml tool for Python. It is 

based on Keras (Keras contributors, 2022) and can be used for various 
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purposes. Image stacks can be considered as a one form of structured data. 

Therefore, the StructuredDataClassifier from Autokeras could be applied 

also for the purposes of this thesis. An example usage of Autokeras is shown 

in Figure 11 and Figure 12 presents a summary of an Autokeras model that 

was applied to the yearly mean VH composites.  

The remaining classifier types in this study were a Stochastic Gradient De-

cent (SGD) classifier, a gradient boost classifier, a Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) classifier and Fully Connected Neural Network (FCNN) classifier. 

FCNN classifier in based on the Tensorflow machine learning platform  

(Abadi, et al., 2015) and the three others were implemented with the scikit-

learn Python module (Pedregosa, et al., 2011).  The scripts that were utilized 

in this thesis are available at: https://github.com/jutilae/landcover-change-

detection-with-Sentinel-1-data.  

 

 Figure 9: An example Python-code about TPOT-usage  
 

 Figure 10: Optimized raster classification pipeline created with TPOT 
 

https://github.com/jutilae/landcover-change-detection-with-Sentinel-1-data
https://github.com/jutilae/landcover-change-detection-with-Sentinel-1-data
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 Figure 11: Example Python code about Autokeras usage 
 

 Figure 12: Summary of a model created with Autokeras 
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4 Results 
 4.1 Common classification performance metrics 
 

Figure 13 shows a simplified version of a confusion matrix that is commonly 

utilized as a tool to evaluate the performance of different classifiers. The con-

fusion matrix consists of 𝑛𝑥𝑛 elements where n represents the number of dif-

ferent classes. In Fawcett’s (2006) example, the number of classes is tw0 and 

the confusion matrix in fFigure 13 consists of four elements. The True Posi-

tives, 𝑇𝑃, in the upper left corner of the confusion matrix represent correct 

classification results that in thesis are pixels where the land cover has really 

changed from forest to soil and are also noticed by the change detection al-

gorithms. The False Positives, 𝐹𝑃, stand for pixels that the change detection 

algorithm predicts as changed but there have not occurred any real changes 

in the pixel area. False Negatives, 𝐹𝑁, in turn, represent pixels that the 

change detection algorithm predicts unchanged but where a land cover 

change has occurred. Finally, the True Negatives, 𝑇𝑁, mean pixels that the 

change detection algorithm predicts as unchanged and where the land cover 

has not significantly changed. 

 

 Figure 13: Confusion matrix and performance measures calculated with it (Fawcett 2006, p. 2). 
 Figure 13 also shows common performance metrics for analyzing the quality 
of the classifier’s results. These metrics were also used in this thesis to eval-uate the performance of different classifiers and their numeric values can be seen in Table 2 and 

Table 3.  Precision can be expressed as a ratio 
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
 and it indicates how 

many of the positive predictions are correct. In the context of this thesis, how 

many of the predicted changes have happened in the forests. Recall is defined 

as a ratio 
𝑇𝑃

𝑃
=

𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁
  and it describes how many of the positive cases the clas-

sifiers managed to predict right. F1-score is a harmonic mean of the precision 
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and recall and can be specified as 
2

1

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
+ 

1

𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

. It is a useful measure to eval-

uate classifier performance as it is sensitive to low values in either precision 

or in recall. Support means the number of samples, here pixels, in labels of 

the test dataset. Lastly, the accuracy describes the number of correct predic-

tions over all of them and is often used as a default metric for the model eval-

uation. It is defined as 
𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁

𝑇𝑃+𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
. 

  

 4.2 Results with the whole stack of Sentinel-1 images 
 

Table 2 shows the performance metrics of different classifiers that were used 

in this study. The features of the training data, and the input data on which 

the predictions were based, consisted of the 26 max VH mosaics that are 

listed in theTable 1.  The initial training data consists of features, x, and la-

bels, y. Labels are split into three different classes. Class 1 represents areas 

where deforestation or forest degradation has occurred. Class 2 corresponds 

to unchanged areas in forests whereas class 3 signifies other areas than for-

ests, such as fields, lakes and build up environment. This class was employed 

to help the classifier to focus on changes in forest rather than noticing 

changes for example in fields, and it included both unchanged and changed 

areas. The training data was split into test (𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡) and training 

(𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 , 𝑦𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛) datasets so that the size of the test dataset was 20% of the orig-

inal training data. The performance metrics were computed by comparing 

the predictions computed from 𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 with the correct test labels, 𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡.  

 Table 2: Performance metrics of the direct multidate classification  
Classifier  Class Precision Recall f1-score Support  Validation accuracy 
Random forest 1 0.82 0.71 0.76 1992  
 2 0.74 0.84 0.79 1904  
 3 0.95 0.95 0.95 2353  
      0.84 
SGD 1 0.66 0.61 0.64 1992  
 2 0.66 0.71 0.68 1904  
 3 0.91 0.92 0.91 2353  
      0.76 
Gradient boost 1 0.76 0.7 0.73 1992  
 2 0.72 0.78 0.75 1904  
 3 0.95 0.94 0.94 2353  
      0.81 
SVM  1 0.86 0.76 0.81 1992  
 2 0.79 0.86 0.82 1904  
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 3 0.93 0.97 0.95 2353  
      0.87 
Autokeras  1 0.83 0.72 0.77 1992  
 2 0.74 0.83 0.78 1904  
 3 0.96 0.97 0.96 2353  
      0.85 
TPOT 1 0.87 0.76 0.81   
 2 0.76 0.89 0.82   
 3 0.98 0.96 0.97  0.87 

 

The different classifiers appeared to perform well based on the test da-

taset. TPOT and SVM classifiers achieved the highest validation accuracy of 

87 % whereas SGD classifier. However, after visual comparison of the predic-

tions the random forest classifier achieved the best performance. The pink 

areas in Figure 14 represent those pixels that the random forest classifier in-

terpreted as changed. As the figure also reveals, the “raw” predictions include 

many small areas of pixels labelled as changed. The reason for this type of 

behavior might be that the change detection algorithm fails differentiate the 

real change from the randomness that results from image processing of the 

mosaics and from the speckle that, according to Woodhouse (2015), seems 

like salt and pepper noise but is a repeatable and deterministic phenomenon 

which exists in all radar images. To reduce the amount of these small incor-

rectly labelled areas, the Sieve-tool from the GDAL-library  (GDAL/OGR 

contributors, 2022) was applied. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the remaining 

vectorized areas in cyan that the random forest classifier predicted as 

changed around the airport of Kiikala. Pink, green, and blue polygons in 

those figures represent the different classes of the training data from 1 to 3, 

respectively. 
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 Figure 14: Results of a random forest classifier around Kiikala airport utilizing the whole stack of Sentinel-1 images. Coordinates in ESPG3067: (315892, 6707592) 

 Figure 15: Results of a random forest classifier (cyan) around Kiikala airport after gdal-sieve operation that removes small areas of pixels that were clas-sified as changed. The background image is a Sentinel-2 RGB-composite from year 2020. Coordinates in ESPG3067: (315892, 6707592).  
Figure 16 reveals a one example of other errors that the random forest 

predictions have visualized with yellow circles. In the circle number 1, the 

clearcut area visible in the background (Sentinel-2 image from the year 2021) 
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is not totally covered and thus visualizes an example of an omission or a false 

negative error. In the second circle, the whole area of a clearcut is classified 

as changed. However, only the pink upper part of it has changed between 

years 2020 and 2021. The lower part has been cut clear before the study pe-

riod and now yields a commission or a false positive error. The last yellow 

circle demonstrates this type an error. 

However, the most significant problem with all the classifiers exploiting 

the full stack of max VH images is exposed in Figure 17. It is taken from an 

area close to the oil refinery of Kilpilahti. In the center of the image lies a 

border of a two adjacent Sentinel-1 tiles from different track or relative orbits. 

Tiles from a different track occasionally have significantly different backscat-

ter values in the Sentinel-1 mosaics that were employed in this study. It indi-

cates that it has not always been possible to compensate the differences in 

the acquisition geometry during the processing of the mosaics. These radio-

metric dissimilarities make large-scale change detection with the direct mul-

tidate classification method challenging when the features in the training 

data are significantly different with the input data that is used in predictions. 

This explains the behavior of the random forest classifier in the Figure 17 

where predicted changes are shown as magenta. 

 

 Figure 16: Problematic areas for the random forest classifier around Kiikala airport. The background image is a Sentinel-2 RGB-composite from year 2020. Coordinates in ESPG3067: (315892, 6707592).   
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 Figure 17: The effect of a different observation geometry in the random forest classification that utilizes the whole stack of Sentinel-1 images. Coordinates in ESPG3067: (419198, 6687110). 
 

 

4.3 Results with yearly mean VH composites 
 As a workaround to the problem that the Figure 17 reveals,  the yearly stacks of Sentinel-1 mean VH mosaics were averaged to a yearly mean VH composite and the change classifiaction was applied to the resulting 2-band image where the first band was the mean VH composite from year 2020 and the second band was the mean VH composite from year 2021.  
Table 3 presents the performance metrics for this 2-band change 

classification task. Now, the validation accuracies are about 10 % lower than 

in the previous classification. Tpot, autokeras and gradient boost classifiers 

share the highest validation accuracy of 77%  whereas the SGD classifier has 

the lowest score of 64 %. One difference compared to the prevoius 

classification task is also, that now the support vector machine classifier was 

replaced with the fully connected neural network classifier that achieved an 

adequate score when compared to other classifiers. 
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 Table 3: Performance metrics of the classification based on yearly mean VH backscatter 
Classifier  Class Precision Recall f1-score Support  Validation accuracy 

Random forest 1 0.65 0.61 0.63 2027  

 2 0.63 0.70 0.66 1940  

 3 0.86 0.85 0.85 3600  

      0.74 

SGD 1 0.63 0.60 0.62 2027  

 2 0.55 0.44 0.49 1940  

 3 0.67 0.77 0.72 3600  

      0.64 

Gradient boost 1 0.73 0.58 0.65 2027  

 2 0.64 0.78 0.71 1940  

 3 0.87 0.87 0.87 3600  

      0.77 

FCNN 1 0.76 0.48 0.59 4095  

 2 0.56 0.84 0.67 3802  

 3 0.88 0.84 0.86 7236  

      0.74 

Autokeras  1 0.74 0.56 0.64 2027  

 2 0.62 0.82 0.71 1940  

 3 0.89 0.85 0.87 3600  

      0.77 

TPOT 1 0.73 0.59 0.65   
 2 0.65 0.79 0.71   
 3 0.88 0.86 0.87  0.77 

 

Figure 18 diplays a comparison of a random forest, gradient boost and 

autokeras classifiers from the same area as in Figure 16. All of the classifiers 

perform now better. Especially the clearcut area (circle 1 in figure 16) is know 

accurately prediceted as a change.  For some reason, gradient boost and 

autokeras classifiers omit the training data areas just above the airport that 

are labeled as changes. Therefore, the random forest classifier performs best 

in this area. 
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 Figure 18: Results of a) random forest, b) gradient boost and c) Autokeras classifiers utilizing yearly mean VH composites around Kiikala airport after removal of small areas of pixels that were classified as changed. Coordinates in ESPG3067: (315892, 6707592). 
 

 Figure 19: Results of a) random forest and b) Autokeras classifiers utilizing yearly mean VH composites after gdal-sieve. Now, the effect of different ob-servation geometry for the classification is significantly reduced. Coordinates in ESPG3067: (419198, 6687110). 
 

As Figure 19 shows, the classifiers function much better across different 

tiles and images from different tracks. With this method, the large scale 

change classification is possible. Another pleasant factor with this 

classification that utilizes yearly mean VH composites is that most of the 

prediced changes are really located in forested areas. In other words, the 

change detection has been succesfully narrowed down to forests. This can be 

seen in Figure 20. Figure 21 shows also an example of a good classification 

performance. However, the validation accuracies are still relatively low and 

there exists various areas that are incorretly classified as changed or left out. 

Figure 22 reaveals an example of one of the many incorrect classifications 

that still exists.   
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 Figure 20: Forest mask (green, Finnish forest Centre, 2022) and gdal-sieved classification results (magenta) of the TPOT pipeline optimizer utilizing the yearly mean VH composites. Coordinates in ESPG3067: (434583, 6733619). 
 

 

 Figure 21: Forest clearcuts found by the a) TPOT classification pipeline and b) the random forest classifier based on the yearly mean VH composites. Coordinates in ESPG3067: (465562,708116). 
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 Figure 22: Example of a field that was classified as a forest clearcut by the random forest classifier based on the yearly mean VH composites. 
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5 Discussion and conclusion 
 

This thesis studied the feasibility of the S1sar mosaics that are listed in Table 

1 to land cover change detection. The study focused on forests as the land 

cover changes related to them are rapid, especially if the forest has been com-

pletely cut, which means that a time-series of images between two consecu-

tive years is sufficient. The time scale in this thesis constrained into this two-

year period (2020 -2021) because the purpose of this study also was to deter-

mine whether the land cover changed detected from Sentinel-1 time-series 

can be used as a as clue information during the update process of the Topo-

graphic Database (MTK) maintained by The National Land Survey of Finland 

NLS (2021).  Even though this study managed to execute large-scale change 

detection despite the radiometric problems or dissimilarities of the S1sar-

mosaics, the validation accuracy of the classifiers was potential but still 

relatively low that this method is not helpful during the update process of the 

MTK. Moreover, visual checking of the predicted results confirmed the 

mediocre performance of the selected change detection method. 

There exists at least three possible explanations for the middling 

performance which are not related to the S1sar mosaics. First, little 

hyperparameter optimization was implemeted during the classification. 

Secondly, the neighbouring pixels were ignored in the classification. In other 

words, the spatial neighbourhood was not condidered and each pixel was 

classified independently from others. Lastly, the size of the training data set 

was limited. Even though, it was extened twice with the right lables for 

problematic areas that were found after the first two random forest 

classifiaction,  it could have been more extensive. One limitation of this 

thesis, that for time saving reasons, the change detection preformance was 

not tested with the images from the Etelä-Pohjanmaa region that was the 

second study area of the Mammutti-project.  

Despite the mediocre results of this thesis, the change detection using 

SAR-images remains an important topic in the future. One question raised 

by this study is that how the models of the different classifiers would perform 

in other areas than the Uusimaa region. A natural progression of this work 

could also be to switch the focus on a different land cover type or to analyze 

all of them in one study. Additionally, the use of higher resolution SAR-data, 

different change detection methods, such as object-based change detection 

or unsupervised methods remain as possible research questions for future 

projects. 
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